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E-mail addresses: ghatohidi@yahoo.com (G. TohiTo remove the difﬁculty caused by different proﬁt frontiers in different periods of time for
calculating proﬁt efﬁciency changes and its components, this paper proposes a circular glo-
bal proﬁt Malmquist productivity index. This index is applicable when the input costs and
output prices are known and when producers seek to maximize the total proﬁt of their
decision making units (DMUs). To this end, ﬁrst, two methods are introduced to obtain
the common costs and prices with or without the decision maker’s preferences, and then,
a common proﬁt efﬁcient frontier is obtained. The proposed index can be decomposed into
several circular components, viz., proﬁt efﬁciency change, proﬁt technical change, technical
efﬁciency change, allocative efﬁciency change, technical change, and cost/price change. The
proposed index is then generalised to compare the productivity of two different units at
two different points in time. The global proﬁt Malmquist productivity index developed
here is unique and is computed using nonparametric linear programming model known
as data envelopment analysis (DEA), and there is no need to resort to the geometric mean
in the calculation. To illustrate the proposed index and its components, numerical exam-
ples at three successive periods of time are given.
 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a nonparametric method that can be used to evaluate the productivity changes of a
decision making unit (DMU) with multiple inputs and outputs. To calculate the productivity changes of a DMU at different
periods of time, Caves et al. [1] proposed a Malmquist productivity Index (MI). MI has many applications [2–6]. In particular,
it can be decomposed into technical efﬁciency change and technical change components. In this framework, Maniadakis and
Thanassoulis [7] modiﬁed the Malmquist index to measure the productivity change when the input prices are known and
when the producer wants to minimize the costs.
Pastor and Lovell [8] proposed a circular global Malmquist productivity index, which gives a single measure of produc-
tivity change. This index is based on technology that takes into account the data of all producers for all periods. Also, Portela
and Thanassoulis [9] proposed a meta-Malmquist index under the Constant Returns to Scale (CRS) and Variable Returns to
Scale (VRS) technologies. This index can be decomposed into the circular components of efﬁciency and technical change.
The cost Malmquist index proposed by Maniadakis and Thanassoulis [7] was extended by Tohidi et al. [10] into the Proﬁt
Malmquist index (PM), which can be used when input and output prices are available and when the producers want to max-
imize the total proﬁt of DMUs. To compare the cost efﬁciency of DMUs for the different periods of time, Tohidi et al. [11] used
the convex combination (weighted average) of the inputs’ costs for different periods of time and obtained a common cost for. All rights reserved.
di), sh_razavyan@azad.ac.ir (S. Razavyan).
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Malmquist index. This index is circular and gives a single measure of productivity change, and its models are always feasible.
Common (share) costs, prices, and weights have been used in the economy and in DEA [12,13]. For instance, Werner and
Thaler [14] used the weighted average (convex combination) as a cost in stock marketing. In regression analysis and in eco-
nomic surveys of time series analysis, the share costs and prices have been used [15,16].
Kao [12] used common weights (instead of time periods weights) and compared the technical efﬁciency of DMUs for dif-
ferent time periods and introduced a global frontier as the single base by using the commonweights of all of the time periods.
There are several proﬁt-efﬁcient frontiers due to the different costs and prices for different periods of time. To remove the
difﬁculty caused by different proﬁt frontiers in calculating proﬁt efﬁciency changes and proﬁt efﬁciency components changes,
under the CRS and VRS assumptions, the present paper suggests a new PM index referred to as the global Proﬁt Malmquist
productivity index (PMG). It can be used when the input costs and output prices are available. Toward this end, this paper uses
Multi-Objective Programming (MOP) and weighted average methods [17,18] and proposes two methods with or without
decision maker preferences to obtain the common costs and prices as the coefﬁcients of the base proﬁt efﬁcient frontier. It
can be considered as a generalised form of Tohidi et al.’s method of dealing with common costs as inputs [11].
The proposed PMG index and its components (i.e., 1. proﬁt efﬁciency change, 2. proﬁt technical change, 3. technical efﬁ-
ciency change, 4. allocative efﬁciency change, 5. technical change, and 6. cost and price change) satisfy the circularity prop-
erty and generate a single measure of proﬁt change without needing to resort to the geometric mean in the calculation. Then,
the index is generalised to compare the productivity of the two different units at two different points in time.
The paper has the following structure. Section 2 presents a background of the PM and meta-Malmquist indices. Section 3
proposes two methods to obtain the common costs and prices as coefﬁcients of the proﬁt efﬁcient frontier. A global proﬁt
Malmquist productivity index is introduced in section 4, and then, the proposed index is decomposed, and its components
are presented under the CRS and VRS assumptions. Section 5 compares the productivity of two different units at two differ-
ent points of time. In section 6, we calculate the index and its components. Section 7 illustrates the proposed global proﬁt
Malmquist index and its components using a numerical example at three different periods of time, and then veriﬁes their
properties. Finally, section 8 concludes the paper.
2. Background
For a time period t (t = 1, . . . ,T), let DMUj (j = 1, . . . ,n) use inputs xtj ¼ xt1j; . . . ; xtmj
 
2 Rmþ to produce outputs ytj ¼
yt1j; . . . ; y
t
sj
 
2 Rsþ. Also, the output price vector pt 2 Rsþ and the input cost vector ct 2 Rmþ are available. The proﬁt Malmquist
productivity index (PM) [10] of periods t PMtj
 
and t þ 1 PMtþ1j
 
and their geometric mean (PMj) for DMUj with the coor-
dinate xtj ; y
t
j
 
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1=2
;where PRt xtj ; y
t
j ; c
t ; pt
 
¼max ptyt=ctxt : ðxt ; ytÞ 2 TtC ; ct > 0; pt > 0
 
is the technology in terms of the proﬁt function [19],
and TtC is the production technology of the period t (t = 1, . . . ,T), and the subscript ‘‘C’’ indicates that the production technol-
ogy satisﬁes the CRS property. Using PRt xtj ; y
t
j ; c
t ; pt
 
, the set PRt ¼ ðxt ; ytÞ : ptyt=ctxt ¼ PRt xtj ; ytj ; ct ; pt
 n o
is deﬁned as the
proﬁt boundary of period t (t = 1, . . . ,T) [8].
Portela and Thanassoulis [9] proposed a circular meta-Malmquist index to measure productivity. They obtained the pro-
ductivity change of unit j between periods t and t + 1 in the following manner:MIjt;tþ1 ¼
hmjtþ1
hmjt
:hmjt is the meta-efﬁciency of unit j as observed in period t and is obtained using the following model [9]:hmjos ¼ min kjo
s:t:
PT
t¼1
Pn
j¼1
kjtxtij 6 kjoxsik; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m;
PT
t¼1
Pn
j¼1
kjtytrj P y
s
rk; r ¼ 1; . . . ; s;
kjt P 0; j ¼ 1; . . . ;n; t ¼ 1; . . . ; T; kjo free
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Portela and Thanassoulis [9] compared the productivities of the two units j and k at the two time periods s and t, respec-
tively, where s– t and t > s, by the ratio of their meta-efﬁciencies, hmjs =h
m
kt , which is labelled as MI
ts
kj and decomposed asMItskj ¼
hmjs
hmkt
¼ h
m
js
hmjt
 h
m
jt
hmkt
ð1Þand then they decomposed each of the ratios in the right hand side of (1) into the two components MItsj ¼
hmjs
hmjt
¼ h
s
js
htjt
 TGjsTGjt and
MItkj ¼
hmjt
hmkt
¼ h
Uj
jt
h
Uk
kt
 UGjtUGkt ; respectively. Thus (1) is converted toMItskj ¼
hsjs
htjt
 TGjs
TGjt
 h
Uj
jt
hUkkt
 UGjt
UGkt
; ð2Þwhere TGjt is the Technological Gap (TG) between period t’s boundary and the meta-frontier (global-frontier), and UGjt mea-
sures the distance from the unit-speciﬁc frontier to the meta-frontier. In (2), hsjs=h
t
jt is the efﬁciency change for unit j between
the time periods s and t [9], TGjs/TGjt is the frontier shift between the two periods s and t at the input–output mix of unit
j; h
Uj
jt =h
Uk
kt is the within-unit-efﬁciency difference between units j and k at time period t, which compares the distance of unit
j in period t from its unit speciﬁc boundary (Uj) to the distance of unit k in period t from its own unit-speciﬁc boundary (Uk),
[9]. The unit-speciﬁc frontier is the frontier of the Production Possibility Set (PPS) of a speciﬁc DMU, say DMUo, for all periods
of times, i.e., the frontier of PPS that is contracted using x1o ; y
1
o
 
; . . . ; xto; y
t
o
 
; . . . ; xTo ; y
T
o
 
.
UGjt/UGkt in (2) is the unit-frontier shift between units j and k at their input–output mix in period t. This component com-
pares the distance of the unit-speciﬁc boundary of unit j from the meta-frontier at the input–output mix of unit j at time per-
iod t to the corresponding distance of the unit-speciﬁc boundary of unit k at the input–output mix of this unit in period t.
3. Common costs and prices
To introduce a new proﬁt Malmquist index with a circular property as a global proﬁt Malmquist index, and to measure
productivity changes when the input–output quantity, input costs and output prices are available, we need the common costs
and prices. For deﬁning this new index, a common proﬁt efﬁcient boundary as a common base is used. The common proﬁt
efﬁcient boundary makes it possible to obtain a common base for comparison. Then, we can deﬁne a global proﬁt Malmquist
productivity of DMUj PM
G
j
 
index that is circular, and there is no need to resort to the geometric mean in the calculation.
Fig. 1 illustrates the DMUs A, B, C and D for a period of time t with the boundary production technology KDCBI and as-
sumes that DMUs A, B, C and D move to DMUs H, E, F and G, respectively, in a period of time t + 1 with the boundary pro-
duction technology LGFEJ. All of the DMUs consume the same input (x1 = 1) to produce two outputs (y1,y2), and KDCFEJ is the
global frontier that envelops all of the instances of DMUs.
In terms of the distances in Fig. 1, for example, PRt for DMUA in time period t is ON/OA, and PRt+1 for DMUH in time period
t + 1 is OS/OH. It can be seen that the DMUs A and H are compared with the different points N and S on PRt and PRtþ1, respec-
tively. Therefore, DMUs A and H cannot be compared with one another. In Fig. 1, OR?PRG;AP?OR and HQ\OR; ‘‘\’’ is a per-
pendicular symbol, and PRG is the common (global) proﬁt boundary (see section 4 for detail). Therefore, AP is parallel to HQ,
and using trigonometric properties, we have:OH
OT
¼ OQ
OR
;
OA
OM
¼ OP
OR
:B       E 
H 
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Fig. 1. The geometric interpretation of the global proﬁt boundary under the CRS assumption.
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is, using the global proﬁt boundary PRG; all of the DMUs, say the DMUs A andH, are comparedwith a single point, say R, on PRG.
Therefore, by using a global proﬁt boundary, DMUs from different periods can be compared with one another. However, to
obtain a global proﬁt boundary, we need a common set of input costs and output prices for all of the time periods.
To this end, this paper considers two main cases to obtain a common proﬁt efﬁcient boundary as follows:
1. When decision-maker preferences are available.
2. Without decision-maker preferences.
3.1. Common costs and prices using decision-maker preferences
Let’s assume that the decision-maker preferences about input costs and output prices are available, and we want to com-
pute the PMG index and their components. To ﬁnd the PMG index, this paper tries to obtain a common proﬁt frontier using
cG 2 Rmþ and pG 2 Rsþ as the common costs and the prices for inputs and outputs, respectively. As a method, the decision-ma-
ker preferences can be used to obtain cG and pG. To this end, we deﬁne the common input price vector [11] as
cG ¼PTj¼1kjcj;PTj¼1kj ¼ 1; kj P 0; and we deﬁne the common output price vector as pG ¼PTj¼1ljpj;PTj¼1lj ¼ 1;lj P 0; where
the weights kj and lj (j = 1, . . . ,T) are the decision-makers’ preferences over cj and pj (j = 1, . . . ,T), respectively. In fact, for
kt = lt = 1, kj = lj = 0 (j– t, j = 1, . . . ,T) and kt+1 = lt+1 = 1, kj = lj = 0 (j– t + 1, j = 1, . . . ,T), we have cG = ct, pG = pt and
cG = ct+1,pG = pt+1, respectively. In other words, instead of cG and pG, we can use the costs and prices of any period of time.
In fact, we use a weighted average of the periods’ costs and prices to obtain a common set of costs and prices when the deci-
sion-maker preferences are available [17,18]. This leads to a common boundary frontier as a common base of comparison.
3.2. Common costs and prices without decision-maker preferences
Now suppose that the decision-maker preferences are not available to determine cG and pG. To obtain the common set of
costs and prices, cG and pG, the ratio of pGytj=c
Gxtj can be used as an approximation for p
tytj =c
txtj ðt ¼ 1; . . . ; T; j ¼ 1; . . . ;nÞ,
where ptytj =c
txtj is calculated using the following model [20]:ptyt
j
ctxt
j
¼max p
tyt
j
ctxt
j
s:t: ytj ¼
Pn
k¼1
kkytk P y
t
j ;
xtj ¼
Pn
k¼1
kkxtk 6 xtj ;
kk P 0; k ¼ 1; . . . ;n:
ð3ÞHowever, using another model, we can determine cG and pG such that for each j (j = 1, . . . ,n) and tðt ¼ 1; . . . ; TÞ; pGytj=cGxtj
approximates ptytj =c
txtj as closely as possible [17]. To this end, the following model is proposed:min g
s:t:
pGyt
j
cGxt
j
þ dtþj  dtj ¼
ptyt
j
ctxt
j
; j ¼ 1; . . . ;n; t ¼ 1; . . . ; T;
0 6 dtþj 6 g;0 6 d
t
j 6 g; j ¼ 1; . . . ; n; t ¼ 1; . . . ; T;
min cti
 
6 cGi 6max cti
 
; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m; t ¼ 1; . . . ; T;
min ptr
 
6 pGr 6 max ptr
 
; r ¼ 1; . . . ; s; t ¼ 1; . . . ; T;
ð4Þwhere pG ¼ pG1 ; . . . ; pGs
 
; cG ¼ cG1 ; . . . ; cGm
 
; dtþj ; d
t
j ; j ðj ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ; tðt ¼ 1; . . . ; TÞ and g are variables. In fact, ptytj =ctxtj is a goal
for pGytj=c
Gxtj , and the model (4) minimizes the left hand side and the right hand side deviations from the goals [17]. Because
pt ¼ pt1; . . . ; pts
 
> 0; ct ¼ ct1; . . . ; ctm
 
> 0 and the common costs and prices are not less than their corresponding costs and
prices and to avoid zero and large costs and prices, we add the constraints min ptr
 
6 pGr 6 max ptr
 
; r ¼ 1; . . . ; s; and
min cti
 
6 cGi 6 max cti
 
; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m; t ¼ 1; . . . ; T to model (4). This model is a fractional programming problem that
can be transformed into the following linear programming problem by introducing cGi d
tþ
j ¼ ctþij ; cGi dtj ¼ ctij ; cGi g ¼ gGi and
gG ¼max16i6m gGi
 
for i (i = 1, . . . ,m), j (j = 1, . . . ,n) and t (t = 1, . . . ,T). Therefore, we havemin gG
s:t: gG P gGi ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m
pGytj þ
Pm
i¼1
ctþij x
t
j 
Pm
i¼1
ctij xtj ¼
ptyt
j
ctxt
j
cGxtj ; j ¼ 1; . . . ;n; t ¼ 1; . . . ; T;
0 6 ctþij 6 gGi ; 0 6 ctij 6 gGi ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m; j ¼ 1; . . . ;n; t ¼ 1; . . . ; T;
min cti
 
6 cGi 6 max cti
 
; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m; t ¼ 1; . . . ; T;
min ptr
 
6 pGr 6 max ptr
 
; r ¼ 1; . . . ; s; t ¼ 1; . . . ; T:
ð5Þ
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costs and prices using model (5) is the Pareto-optimal solution of a MOP problem [17].4. A global proﬁt Malmquist productivity index
This paper considers TGC as a global production technology, which is deﬁned as follows [8]:TGC ¼ conv T1C [ . . . [ TTC
n o
:For DMUj we deﬁne PR
Gðxj; yj; cG; pGÞ ¼ max p
Gy
cGx : ðx; yÞ 2 TGC
n o
. The set of activities ðx; yÞ 2 TGC corresponding to the scalar PRG
(xj,yj,cG,pG) lies on a common proﬁt boundary, which is deﬁned as follows:PRGðx; y; cG;pGÞ ¼ ðx; yÞ : p
Gy
cGx
¼ PRGðxj; yj; cG;pGÞ
 	
 ð6ÞUsing cG and pG, the global proﬁt Malmquist index for DMUj PM
G
j
 
on TGC is deﬁned as follows:PMGj ¼
PRG xtþ1j ; y
tþ1
j ; c
G;pG
 
pGytþ1
j
cGxtþ1
j
,
PRG xtj ; y
t
j ; c
G; pG
 
pGyt
j
cGxt
j
: ð7ÞTherefore, we have only one benchmark proﬁt boundary for all of the time periods t (t = 1, . . . ,T) by PRGðx; y; cG; pGÞ: Using
this single benchmark proﬁt boundary, all DMUs have a common base for evaluation. Therefore, to measure the productivity
changes, we can use PRGðx; y; cG; pGÞ instead of different benchmark proﬁt boundaries as different bases [12]. Fig. 2 shows the
benchmark proﬁt boundaries for the time periods t and t + 1 as different bases of proﬁt boundaries. This leads to a different
PMGj for different DMUs. The ratio in the denominator of the PM
G
j will have a minimum value of 1 and measures the distance
between the observed proﬁt pGytj=c
Gxtj and the common proﬁt boundary. A PM
G
j index value greater than 1 indicates a de-
crease in productivity between the two time periods t and t + 1, a value less than 1 implies an increase in productivity and a
value of 1 indicates that the productivity stayed constant.
Fig. 2 illustrates the PMGj index, where three DMUs (A, D and F) observed in period t use one input x1 = 1 to produce two
outputs (y1,y2). The production technology boundary of periods t and t + 1 are ZADR and PBCW, respectively, and ZABCW is
the boundary of global production technology. Unit F in period t moves to unit E in period t + 1. In terms of the distances in
Fig. 2, using PRG, the PMG index of F PMGF
 
is (OH/OE)/(OI/OF), while using the PRt and PRtþ1 boundaries, we have
(OS/OE)/(OQ/OF) and (OG/OE)/(OJ/OF), respectively, as different values of the PM index for unit F.4.1. Decomposition of the PMG index
The PMGj index can be decomposed into Proﬁt Efﬁciency Change PEC
G
j
 
and Proﬁt Technical Change PTCGj
 
. The decom-
position of PMGj into two stages is expressed as follows.P 
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Fig. 2. The global proﬁt index under CRS technology.
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The PMGj index can be decomposed into vPEC
G
j and PTC
G
j as follows:PMGj ¼ PECGj  PTCGj ¼
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; ð8Þwhere the component outside of the brackets PECGj
 
is the proﬁt efﬁciency change component in the decomposition of the
global proﬁt Malmquist index, and the term inside of the brackets PTCGj
 
provides a new measure of the proﬁt technical
change. The ﬁrst ratio of PTCGj measures the distance between the global proﬁt boundary and the proﬁt boundary of period
t + 1 along the ray xtþ1j ; y
tþ1
j
 
, and the second ratio measures the distance between the global proﬁt boundary and the proﬁt
boundary of period t along the ray xtj ; y
t
j
 
. A PTCGj value of less than 1 indicates that the distance of the proﬁt boundary in
period t along the ray xtj ; y
t
j
 
from the global proﬁt boundary is greater than the distance of the proﬁt boundary in period
t + 1 along the ray xtþ1j ; y
tþ1
j
 
from the global proﬁt boundary, and the reverse is signiﬁed by PTCGj values greater than 1.
Using the distances in Fig. 2 for DMUF, we havePECGF ¼
OG=OE
OQ=OF
and PTCGF ¼
OH=OE
OG=OE
 OQ=OF
OI=OF
¼ OH
OG
 OQ
OI
4.1.2. Second stage decomposition of the PMGj index
The PECGj and PTC
G
j components of the PM
G
j index can themselves be decomposed.
The decomposition of the PECGj : The PEC
G
j component can be decomposed into the TEC
G
j and AEC
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j components as follows:PECGj ¼ TECGj  AECGj ¼
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G
j are the Technical Efﬁciency Change and Allocative Efﬁciency Change components of PM
G
j index, respec-
tively. Dt ytj ; x
t
j
 
is the distance function of DMUj in a period of time t and is deﬁned as [19]Dt ytj ; x
t
j
 
¼max h
g
:
xtj
h
;
ytj
g
 !
2 TtC ; h;g > 0
( )
:Referring to Fig. 2, TECGF ¼ OM=OEON=OF, and AECGF ¼
OG
ðOM=OEÞOE
OQ
ðON=OFÞOF
¼ OG=OMOQ=ON 
The decomposition of PTCGj : The PTC
G
j component of PM
G
j can be further decomposed into the Technical Change TC
G
j
 
and
Price Effect PEGj
 
terms as shown in (10).    2 3PTCGj ¼ TCGj  PEGj ¼
DG ytþ1j ; x
tþ1
j
 
Dtþ1 ytþ1j ; x
tþ1
j
  D
t ytj ; x
t
j
 
DG ytj ; x
t
j
 
2
4
3
5
PRG xtþ1
j
;ytþ1
j
;cG ;pG
DG ytþ1
j
;xtþ1
j
 
pGytþ1
j
cGxtþ1
j

 
PRtþ1 xtþ1
j
;ytþ1
j
;ctþ1 ;ptþ1
 
Dtþ1 ytþ1
j
;xtþ1
j
 
ptþ1ytþ1
j
ctþ1xtþ1
j

 

PRt xt
j
;yt
j
;ct ;pt
Dt yt
j
;xt
j
 
pt yt
j
ct xt
j

 
PRG xt
j
;yt
j
;cG ;pG
 
DG yt
j
;xt
j
 
pGyt
j
cGxt
j

 
6666666664
7777777775
: ð10ÞThe terms in the ﬁrst brackets in the above decomposition represent the Technical Change TCGj
 
component of the Global
Malmquist index, which was introduced by Pastor and Lovell [8], and the terms in the second brackets PEGj
 
capture the
residual impact of the relative input–output price changes on the shift of the proﬁt boundary. Using Fig. 2, for DMUF,TCGF ¼ OM=OEOM=OE ON=OFOK=OF ; and PEGF ¼
OH
ðOM=OEÞOE
OG
ðOM=OEÞOE

OQ
ðON=OFÞOF
OI
ðOK=OFÞOF
¼ OH=OMOG=OM OQ=ONOI=OK 
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Circularity is a prominent property of the PMGj index and all of its components. To show this property, the following The-
orem is stated.
Theorem 1. For every DMUj, in three successive periods,
1. PMGt;tþ2 ¼ PMGt;tþ1  PMGtþ1;tþ2 (the circularity of PMG),
2. PECGt;tþ2 ¼ PECGt;tþ1  PECGtþ1;tþ2 (the circularity of PECG),
3. PTCGt;tþ2 ¼ PTCGt;tþ1  PTCGtþ1;tþ2 (the circularity of PTCG),
4. TECGt;tþ2 ¼ TECGt;tþ1  TECGtþ1;tþ2 (the circularity of PECG),
5. AECGt;tþ2 ¼ AECGt;tþ1  AECGtþ1;tþ2 (the circularity of AECG),
6. TCGt;tþ2 ¼ TCGt;tþ1  TCGtþ1;tþ2 (the circularity of TCG), and
7. PEGt;tþ2 ¼ PEGt;tþ1  PEGtþ1;tþ2 (the circularity of PEG).Proof :
Let PMGp;q; ðp ¼ t; t þ 1; q ¼ t þ 1; t þ 2; p – qÞ be the proﬁt Malmquist changes between periods p and q for DMUj.
Therefore,PMGt;tþ1  PMGtþ1;tþ2 ¼
PRG xtþ1
j
;ytþ1
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGytþ1
j
cGxtþ1
j
PRG xt
j
;yt
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGyt
j
cGxt
j

PRG xtþ2
j
;ytþ2
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGytþ2
j
cGxtþ2
j
PRG xtþ1
j
;ytþ1
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGytþ1
j
cGxtþ1
j
¼
PRG xtþ2j ; y
tþ2
j ; c
G; pG
 
pGytþ2
j
cGxtþ2
j
,
PRG xtj ; y
t
j ; c
G; pG
 
pGyt
j
cGxt
j
¼ PMGt;tþ2:In other words, the global proﬁt Malmquist change from period tto t + 2 is the product of the successive global proﬁt
Malmquist change from period t to t + 1 and from the period t + 1 to t + 2. Similarly, we can show that PECGt;tþ2 ¼ PECGt;tþ1
PECGtþ1;tþ2;PTC
G
t;tþ2 ¼ PTCGt;tþ1  PTCGtþ1;tþ2 and so on, where PECGp;q and PTCGp;q are the global proﬁt efﬁciency change and the glo-
bal proﬁt technical change between periods p and q (p = t, t + 1,q = t + 1, t + 2,p– q), respectively. h
The above properties show that the PMGj index and its components are appropriate indices in that they link in a clear way
productivity change indices over successive time periods, while the previous proﬁt Malmquist index and its components are
not circular [10].
4.3. Decomposition of the PMGj index under VRS technology
In this section, the CRS-based global proﬁt Malmquist index for DMUj PM
G
j
 
is rewritten via the PMGj index under VRS
PMGðVÞj
 
technology, [9]. In fact, another decomposition of the PMGj index associated with VRS technology is introduced. Let
us ﬁrst decompose the proﬁt ratio
PRG xt
j
;yt
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGyt
j
=cGxt
j
as follows:PRG xtj ; y
t
j ; c
G; pG
 
pGytj=c
Gxtj
¼
PRtðVÞ xtj ; y
t
j ; c
t ;pt
 
pGytj=c
Gxtj

PRGðVÞ xtj ; y
t
j ; c
G;pG
 
PRtðVÞ xtj ; y
t
j ; c
t ;pt
   PR
G xtj ; y
t
j ; c
G;pG
 
PRGðVÞ xtj ; y
t
j ; c
G;pG
 
¼
PRtðVÞ xtj ; y
t
j ; c
t ;pt
 
pGytj=c
Gxtj
 PGVGt  GPSEGt; ð11Þwhere the superscript ‘‘V’’ refers to the VRS assumption on the production technology. In the above decomposition, the proﬁt
ratio
PRtðVÞ xt
j
;yt
j
;ct ;pt
 
pGyt
j
=cGxt
j
measures the distance between the observed global proﬁt pGytj=c
Gxtj and the proﬁt boundary
PRtðVÞ xtj ; y
t
j ; c
t ; pt
 
when the production technology of period t is characterised by VRS, and PGVGt is the Proﬁt Gap between
the VRS proﬁt boundary of period t and the global proﬁt boundary under the VRS global proﬁt along the ray xtj ; y
t
j
 
. Finally,
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global proﬁt boundary along the ray xtj ; y
t
j
 
.
The global proﬁt Malmquist index under the CRS assumption for DMUj in period t can be decomposed in the following
manner:PMGj ¼
PRG xtþ1
j
;ytþ1
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGytþ1
j
=cGxtþ1
j
PRG xt
j
;yt
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGyt
j
=cGxt
j
2
66664
3
77775 ¼
PRtþ1ðVÞ xtþ1
j
;ytþ1
j
;ctþ1 ;ptþ1
 
pGytþ1
j
=cGxtþ1
j
PRtðVÞ xt
j
;yt
j
;ct ;pt
 
pGyt
j
=cGxt
j

PRGðVÞ xtþ1
j
;ytþ1
j
;cG ;pG
 
PRtþ1ðVÞ xtþ1
j
;ytþ1
j
;ctþ1 ;ptþ1
 
PRGðVÞ xt
j
;yt
j
;cG ;pG
 
PRtðVÞ xt
j
;yt
j
;ct ;pt
 

PRG xtþ1
j
;ytþ1
j
;cG ;pG
 
PRGðVÞ xtþ1
j
;ytþ1
j
;cG ;pG
 
PRG xt
j
;yt
j
;cG ;pG
 
PRGðVÞ xt
j
;yt
j
;cG ;pG
 
¼
PRtþ1ðVÞ xtþ1
j
;ytþ1
j
;ctþ1 ;ptþ1
 
pGytþ1
j
=cGxtþ1
j
PRtðVÞ xt
j
;yt
j
;ct ;pt
 
pGyt
j
=cGxt
j
 PGVGtþ1
PGVGt
 GPSEGtþ1
GPSEGt
; ð12Þwhere the ﬁrst ratio at the right hand side of (12) is the proﬁt efﬁciency change, the second ratio is the frontier shift between
the VRS frontiers of periods t and t + 1 and the third ratio is the global-proﬁt-scale-efﬁciency change.
It can be seen that, for DMUj, in three successive periods, we havePGVGtþ2
PGVGt
¼ PGVGtþ2
PGVGtþ1
 PGVGtþ1
PGVGt
;
GPSEGtþ2
GPSEGt
¼ GPSEGtþ2
GPSEGtþ1
 GPSEGtþ1
GPSEGt
and
PRtþ2ðVÞ xtþ2j ; y
tþ2
j ; c
tþ2;ptþ2
 
pGytþ2j =c
Gxtþ2j
,
PRtðVÞ xtj ; y
t
j ; c
t; pt
 
pGytj=c
Gxtj
¼
PRtþ2ðVÞ xtþ2j ; y
tþ2
j ; c
tþ2;ptþ2
 
pGytþ2j =c
Gxtþ2j
,
PRtðVÞ xtþ1j ; y
tþ1
j ; c
tþ1;ptþ1
 
pGytþ1j =c
Gxtþ1j

PRtþ1ðVÞ xtþ1j ; y
tþ1
j ; c
tþ1;ptþ1
 
pGytþ1j =c
Gxtþ1j
,
PRtðVÞ xtj ; y
t
j ; c
t ;pt
 
pGytj=c
Gxtj
:Therefore, PMGj and its components are circular.
5. Comparing the productivity of two different units at two different points in time
Now we shall compare the productivities of two different DMUs j and k at two periods s and t when the input costs and
output prices are known and the producers want to maximize the total proﬁt of the DMUs. In this case, PMstkj is deﬁned and
decomposed as follows:PMstkj ¼
PRG xs
j
;ys
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGys
j
=cGxs
j
PRG xt
k
;yt
k
;cG ;pGð Þ
pGyt
k
=cGxt
k
¼
PRG xs
j
;ys
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGys
j
=cGxs
j
PRG xt
j
;yt
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGyt
j
=cGxt
j

PRG xt
j
;yt
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGyt
j
=cGxt
j
PRG xt
k
;yt
k
;cG ;pGð Þ
pGyt
k
=cGxt
k
; ð13Þwhere PMstkj is the relative productivity of theDMUs j and k between the two periods s and t. The ﬁrst ratio in the right hand side
of (13) is the productivity change of unit j between the two periods s and t (productivity change over time), and the second
ratio is the productivity difference between units j and k at time period t (productivity difference between contemporaneous
units [9]). The ratios in (13) are decomposed into further components. The ﬁrst ratio can be decomposed as shown in (14).PRG xs
j
;ys
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGys
j
=cGxs
j
PRG xt
j
;yt
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGyt
j
=cGxt
j
¼
PRs xs
j
;ys
j
;cs ;ps
 
psys
j
=csxs
j
PRt xt
j
;yt
j
;ct ;pt
 
ptyt
j
=ctxt
j

PRG xs
j
;ys
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGys
j
=cGxs
j
PRs xs
j
;ys
j
;cs ;ps
 
psys
j
=csxs
j

PRt xt
j
;yt
j
;ct ;pt
 
ptyt
j
=ctxt
j
PRG xt
j
;yt
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGyt
j
=cGxt
j
2
66664
3
77775 ¼
PRs xs
j
;ys
j
;cs ;ps
 
psys
j
=csxs
j
PRt xt
j
;yt
j
;ct ;pt
 
ptyt
j
=ctxt
j
 PGjs
PGjt
: ð14ÞPG refers to the Proﬁt Gap between the proﬁt boundary in period t and the global proﬁt boundary.
The ﬁrst ratio in the right hand side of (14) is the proﬁt efﬁciency change of unit j between periods s and t, and the ratio
PGjs/PGjt is the proﬁt boundary shift between periods s and t at the input–output mix of unit j [9]. Similarly, the second ratio
in (13) can be decomposed as follows:
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j
;yt
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGyt
j
=cGxt
j
PRG xt
k
;yt
k
;cG ;pGð Þ
pGykt=cGxkt
¼
PR
Uj xt
j
;yt
j
;c
Uj ;p
Uj
 
p
Uj yt
j
=c
Uj xt
j
PRUk xt
k
;yt
k
;cUk ;pUkð Þ
pUk yt
k
=cUk xt
k

PRG xt
j
;yt
j
;cG ;pG
 
pGyt
j
=cGxt
j
PR
Uj xt
j
;yt
j
;c
Uj ;p
Uj
 
pUj yt
j
=cUj xt
j

PRUk xt
k
;yt
k
;cUk ;pUkð Þ
pUk yt
k
=cUk xt
k
PRG xt
k
;yt
k
;cG ;pGð Þ
pGyt
k
=cGxt
k
2
666664
3
777775 ¼
PR
Uj xt
j
;yt
j
;c
Uj ;p
Uj
 
p
Uj yt
j
=c
Uj xt
j
PRUk xt
k
;yt
k
;cUk ;pUkð Þ
pUk yt
k
=cUk xt
k
 UPGjt
UPGkt
: ð15ÞUPGjt refers to the Unit Proﬁt frontier Gap for unit j in time period t from the global proﬁt frontier. The component outside of
the brackets in (15) is the within-unit proﬁt efﬁciency difference between units j and k at time period t, and the term UPGjt/
UPGkt is the unit proﬁt frontier shift [9] between units j and k at the input–output mix of these units in time period tthat
compares the distance of the unit-speciﬁc proﬁt boundary [9] of unit j from the global proﬁt boundary along the ray
xtj ; y
t
j
 
to the corresponding distance of the unit speciﬁc proﬁt boundary of unit k along the ray xtk; y
t
k
 
. In (15),
PRUo xto; y
t
o; c
Uo ; pUo
  ¼ max pUoyto=cUoxto : t ¼ 1; . . . ; T ; cUo ¼ cG, and pUo ¼ pG for o = j, k; hence, we can deﬁne the unit-spe-
ciﬁc proﬁt boundary [9] of unit o (o = j,k) as follows:PRUoðx; y; cUo ;pUo Þ ¼ ðx; yÞ : p
Uoy
cUox
¼ PRUo xto; yto; cUo ;pUo
  	
:6. Computation of the PMGj index and its components using DEA models
Assume that, in time period t, DMUj (j = 1, . . . ,n), consumes an amount xtij of an input i (i = 1, . . . ,m), with a cost c
t
i , to pro-
duce an amount ytrj of an output r (r = 1, . . . ,s), with a price p
t
r . For DMUk, the term PR
G xtk; y
t
k; c
G; pG
 
can be computed using
the following model [20]:PRG xtk; y
t
k; c
G;pG
  ¼maxPsr¼1pGr yrPm
i¼1c
G
i
xi
s:t: yr ¼
PR
j¼1
kjyrj P ytrk; r ¼ 1; . . . ; s;
xi ¼
PR
j¼1
kjxij 6 xtik; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m;
kj P 0; j ¼ 1; . . . ;R
ð16Þwhere R = T  n is the number of observed DMUs in TGC , and (cG,pG) is computed using decision-maker preferences or without
decision-maker preferences, i.e., by the proposed methods in section 3. The terms PRtþ1 xtþ1j ; y
tþ1
j ; c
tþ1; ptþ1
 
and
PRG xtþ1j ; y
tþ1
j ; c
G; pG
 
can be computed using models (3) and (16), respectively, after changing the time periods t and t + 1.
The term DG ytj ; x
t
j
 
for DMUk can be computed by a model such as the following [20]:DG ytk; x
t
k
 h i1 ¼min ab
s:t:
PR
j¼1
kjyrj P bytrk; r ¼ 1; . . . ; s;
PR
j¼1
kjxij 6 axtik; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m;
kj P 0; j ¼ 1; . . . ;R:
ð17ÞThe term DG ytþ1k ; x
tþ1
k
 
can be computed using model (17) after changing the periods t and t + 1. By using TtC instead of T
G
C in
model (17), we can calculate the term Dt ytk; x
t
k
 
. In this case, we have R = J, where J is the number of observed DMUs in the
production technology of period t. The term Dtþ1 ytþ1k ; x
tþ1
k
 
can be computed using model (17) after changing the periods t
and t + 1 and by setting Ttþ1C instead of T
G
C . When the form of the production technology is VRS, for computing the PM
G
j index,
we only add to the DEA models the convexity constraint, which states that the sum of all of the lambdas must equal 1.
7. Numerical example
This section considers the decision-maker preferences and the results of model (5) about common costs and prices sep-
arately and illustrates the properties of PMGj and its components, e.g., the circularity property, using a numerical example.
Table 1 shows units A–D with one input (I), two outputs (O1 and O2) and their cost (ct) and prices pt1 and p
t
2
 
for 3 succes-
sive periods.
To compute the PMGj indices and their components by using the data in Table 1, suppose that the preferences about the
input costs and output prices are available and have been speciﬁed by decision-makers as
Table 1
Input, o
DMU
A
B
C
D
G. Tohidi, S. Razavyan / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 216–227 225k1 ¼ k3 ¼ 14 ; k2 ¼
1
2
and l1 ¼ l3 ¼
1
4
; l2 ¼
1
2
:So, the common costs and prices are obtained by using the decision-makers’ preferences:cG ¼ 1
4
c1 þ 1
2
c2 þ 1
4
c3 ¼ 4:875; and pG ¼ 1
4
p1 þ 1
2
p2 þ 1
4
p3 ¼ ð3:325;1:775Þ:For DMUD, as an example, in the ﬁrst period, we havePECGD ¼ TECGD  AECGD ¼
1
1
 3:52=ð1 3:25Þ
1:6667=ð1 1:6667Þ ¼ 1;
PTCGD ¼ TCGD  PEGD ¼
1:1111
1
 1
1:6667

 

3:9111
1:11113:4564
3:25
13:52

1:6667
11:6667
3:6991
1:66671:8803
 !
¼ 0:6667 0:8628 ¼ 0:5752and PMGD ¼ PECGD  PTCGD ¼ TECGD  AECGD
 
 TCGD  PCGD
 
¼ ð1Þ  ð0:5752Þ ¼ 0:5752: That is, the productivity of DMUD in
period 2 is more than its productivity in period 1. In other words, the productivity of DMUD in periods 1 and 2 is 0.5083
and 0.8837, respectively, and the productivity of DMUD in period 2 is 0.8837/0.5083 = 1.7383 times of its productivity in per-
iod 1. To investigate the other components of PMGD in period 2, we havePECGD ¼ TECGD  AECGD ¼
1:0345
1
 3:0758=ð1:0345 2:8636Þ
3:52=ð1 3:52Þ ¼ 1:0741;
PTCGD ¼ TCGD  PEGD ¼
1:2121
1:0345
 1
1:1111

 

3:7521
1:21212:9564
3:0758
1:03452:8626

3:52
13:52
3:9111
1:11113:4564
 !
¼ 0:9902 1:0545 ¼ 1:0443:According to PMGD ¼ PECGD  PTCGD ¼ 1:1216 > 1, the productivity of DMUD in period 2 is less than its productivity in period
3. By the circularity property of the proﬁt Malmquist change, we can conclude that PMG1;3 ¼ PMG1;2
PMG2;3 ¼ 0:5752 1:1216 ¼ 0:6451. Hence, the productivity of DMUD in period 3 is greater than its productivity in period 1.
Using the circularity of the proﬁt Malmquist change component, we have PECG1;3 ¼ PECG1;2  PECG2;3 ¼ 1 1:0741 ¼ 1:0741,
and by the circularity of the proﬁt technical change component, we have PTCG1;3 ¼ PTCG1;2  PTCG2;3 ¼
0:5752 1:0443 ¼ 0:6007.
Table 2 shows PMGt;s;PEC
G
t;s and TEC
G
t;s of all of the DMUs for t = 1, 2, s = 2, 3, and s– t. For instance, the columns 2, 3 and 4 in
Table 2 show PMG1;2;PM
G
2;3 and PM
G
1;3, respectively.
Looking at the average values in Table 2, for example, we can see that the average global proﬁt Malmquist index of all of
the DMUs from the ﬁrst period to the second period (0.8061) is higher than their average global proﬁt Malmquist index from
the second period to the third period (1.0437). The average of columns 2, 3, and 4 show that the average growth of all of the
DMUs from the ﬁrst period to the third period is greater than their growth from period 1 to period 2 and that from period 2 to
period 3. A similar discussion can be made for the other columns of Table 2.
Table 3 illustrates the results from the technical efﬁciency change, allocative efﬁciency change, technical change and price
change from different periods to the periods 2 and 3, and the averages are shown in the last row of this table. For example,
the technical efﬁciency for DMUA from period 1 to period 2 is 0.5343, i.e., there is an increase in technical efﬁciency for DMUA
from period 1 to period 2. However, technical efﬁciency decreases for DMUB from period 1 to period 2.
Table 4 shows the PMs;tk;j indices for all of the DMUs (j, ,k = A,B,C,D) and time periods (s, t = 1,2,3), which uses the above-
mentioned decision-makers’ preferences in common costs and prices.
Table 4 compares the various DMUs observed at different time periods. Each cell in Table 4 compares the productivity of a
DMU to that of the instance of the DMU in the column heading. The last column shows the average values of the PMs;tk;j indices
and can be used as a measure of productivity. For example, DMUB in the ﬁrst and third periods and DMUA in the second per-
iod have the largest average values for their PMs;tk;j indices.
Now, let us make the decision maker preferences not available, and we want to compute the PMG index and their com-
ponents by using the data in Table 1. In this case, model (5) can be used. The common costs and prices by model (5) are
determined as cG = 4.23205 and pG = (3,1.46029), respectively.utputs and their cost and prices for 3 successive periods.
t = 1 t = 2 t = 3
I c1 O1 O2 p11 p
1
2
I c2 O1 O2 p21 p
2
2
I c3 O1 O2 p31 p
3
2
3 4 3 4 3 1 1.5 5 3 7 3.4 2 2 5.5 4 6 3.5 2.1
1 4 5 1.5 3 1 2 5 5 5 3.4 2 1.5 5.5 7 3 3.5 2.1
1 4 2 2 3 1 1.5 5 3 3.5 3.4 2 1.5 5.5 4 3 3.5 2.1
1.5 4 2 4 3 1 1.5 5 6 3 3.4 2 2 5.5 6 5 3.5 2.1
Table 2
The results of the global proﬁt Malmquist, proﬁt efﬁciency change, and proﬁt technical change.
DMU PMGt;s PEC
G
t;s PTC
G
t;s
PM (1,2) PM (2,3) PM (1,3) PEC (1,2) PEC (2,3) PEC (1,3) PTC (1,2) PTC (2,3) PTC (1,3)
A 0.2951 1.4628 0.4317 0.2626 1 0.2626 1.1236 1.4628 1.6436
B 1.4346 0.697 1 1.2833 0.7792 1 1.1179 0.8945 1
C 0.9196 0.8933 0.8215 0.989 0.9989 0.988 0.9297 0.8943 0.8315
D 0.5752 1.1216 0.6451 1 1.0741 1.0741 0.5752 1.0443 0.6007
Avg. 0.8061 1.0437 0.7246 0.8838 0.9631 0.8312 0.9366 1.0740 1.0189
Table 3
The results of the technical efﬁciency change, allocative efﬁciency change, technical change and price change.
DMU TECGt;s AEC
G
t;s TC
G
t;s PE
G
t;s
TEC (1,2) TEC (2,3) TEC (1,3) AEC (1,2) AEC (2,3) AEC (1,3) TC (1,2) TC (2,3) TC (1,3) PE (1,2) PE (2,3) PE (1,3)
A 0.5343 1 0.5343 0.4915 1 0.4915 0.655 1.3333 0.8734 1.7154 1.0971 1.8819
B 1.2571 0.7955 1 1.0208 0.9796 1 1.0606 0.9429 1 1.054 0.9487 1
C 1.251 0.8523 1.0662 0.7906 1.1721 0.9266 0.7379 1.0895 0.8039 1.26 0.8208 1.0343
D 1 1.0345 1.0345 1 1.0383 1.0383 0.6667 1.0545 0.703 0.8628 0.9902 0.8544
Avg. 1.0106 0.9206 0.9087 0.8257 1.0475 0.8641 0.7801 1.1051 0.8451 1.2230 0.9642 1.1926.
Table 4
The results of the Global Proﬁt Malmquist, PMs;tk;j , indices for all of the pairs of DMUs.
j
t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 Avg.
A B C D A B C D A B C D
k s = 1 A – 3.3887 1.8129 1.7226 3.3887 2.3621 1.9714 2.9948 2.3167 3.3887 2.2068 2.6701 2.5658
B 0.2951 – 0.535 0.5083 1 0.697 0.5818 0.8837 0.6836 1 0.6512 0.7879 0.6931
C 0.5516 1.8693 – 0.9502 1.8693 1.303 1.0875 1.652 1.2779 1.8693 1.2173 1.4729 1.3746
D 0.5805 1.9673 1.0524 – 1.9673 1.3713 1.1445 1.7386 1.3449 1.9673 1.2811 1.5501 1.4514
s = 2 A 0.2951 1 0.535 0.5083 – 0.697 0.5818 0.8837 0.6836 1 0.6512 0.7879 0.6931
B 0.4234 1.4346 0.7675 0.7293 1.4346 – 0.8346 1.2679 0.9808 1.4346 0.9343 1.1304 1.0338
C 0.5072 1.7189 0.9196 0.8738 1.7189 1.1982 – 1.5191 1.1751 1.7189 1.1194 1.3544 1.2567
D 0.3339 1.1316 0.6053 0.5752 1.1316 0.7887 0.6583 – 0.7736 1.1316 0.7369 0.8916 0.7962
s = 3 A 0.4317 1.4628 0.7825 0.7436 1.4628 1.0196 0.851 1.2927 – 1.4628 0.9526 1.1526 1.0559
B 0.2951 1 0.535 0.5083 1 0.697 0.5818 0.8837 0.6836 – 0.6512 0.7879 0.6931
C 0.4531 1.5356 0.8215 0.7806 1.5356 1.0704 0.8933 1.357 1.0498 1.5356 – 1.2099 1.1129
D 0.3745 1.2692 0.679 0.6451 1.2692 0.8846 0.7383 1.1216 0.8676 1.2692 0.8265 – 0.9041
Table 5
The results of Global Proﬁt Malmquist, PMs;tk;j , for all of the pairs of DMUs with the common costs and prices found using model (5).
j
t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 Avg.
A B C D A B C D A B C D
k s = 1 A – 4.1913 1.8032 1.5957 2.5904 2.3093 1.9016 3.3352 2.0984 3.9206 2.2802 2.6857 2.6101
B 0.2386 – 0.4302 0.3807 0.618 0.551 0.4537 0.7957 0.5007 0.9354 0.544 0.6408 0.5535
C 0.5546 2.3244 – 0.8849 1.4365 1.2806 1.0546 1.8496 1.1637 2.1742 1.2645 1.4894 1.407
D 0.6267 2.6266 1.13 – 1.6233 1.4472 1.1917 2.0901 1.315 2.4569 1.429 1.6831 1.6018
s = 2 A 0.386 1.618 0.6961 0.616 – 0.8915 0.7341 1.2875 0.8101 1.5135 0.8803 1.0368 0.9518
B 0.433 1.815 0.7809 0.691 1.1217 – 0.8235 1.4443 0.9087 1.6978 0.9874 1.163 1.0788
C 0.5259 2.2041 0.9483 0.8391 1.3622 1.2144 – 1.7539 1.1035 2.0617 1.1991 1.4123 1.3295
D 0.2998 1.2567 0.5407 0.4784 0.7767 0.6924 0.5702 – 0.6292 1.1755 0.6837 0.8053 0.719
s = 3 A 0.4766 1.9974 0.8593 0.7604 1.2345 1.1005 0.9062 1.5894 – 1.8684 1.0867 1.2799 1.1963
B 0.2551 1.0691 0.4599 0.407 0.6607 0.589 0.485 0.8507 0.5352 – 0.5816 0.685 0.598
C 0.4386 1.8381 0.7908 0.6998 1.136 1.0127 0.834 1.4627 0.9203 1.7194 – 1.1778 1.0936
D 0.3723 1.5606 0.6714 0.5941 0.9645 0.8598 0.708 1.2418 0.7813 1.4598 0.849 – 0.9148
226 G. Tohidi, S. Razavyan / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 216–227Table 5 shows the PMs;tk;j indices for all of the DMUs (j,k = A,B,C,D) and time periods (s, t = 1,2,3) using c
G = 4.23205 and
pG = (3,1.46029). Table 5 compares the various DMUs observed at different time periods. Each cell in Table 5 compares
the productivity of a DMU to that of the instance of the DMU in the column heading.
G. Tohidi, S. Razavyan / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 216–227 227The average values of the PMs;tk;j indices are shown in the last column, and they can be used as a measure of productivity.
For example, DMUB in the ﬁrst period, DMUD in the second period and DMUB in the third period have the largest average
values for their PMs;tk;j indices. For instance, the average value of the PM
s;t
k;j index for DMUB in the ﬁrst period (0.5535), with
the common costs and prices found using model (5) is greater than its average value of the PMs;tk;j index with the common
costs and prices found using the decision-maker preferences (0.6931). The other components, with cG = 4.23205 and
pG = (3,1.46029), can be calculated and compared with the results of the previous tables. The average values of Tables 4
and 5 are very close; for example, when using Table 4, PM1;2B;A ¼ 1, and when using Table 5, PM1;2B;A ¼ 0:618. That is, there is
an increase in the relative productivity of DMUB to DMUA from period 1 to period 2 with the common costs and prices deter-
mined by model (5).
8. Conclusions
Under the CRS and VRS assumptions, two methods have been proposed to determine the common costs and prices as
coefﬁcients of the global proﬁt boundary. Additionally, a global proﬁt Malmquist index has been presented to determine
productivity.
The PMGj index decomposed into PEC
G
j and PTC
G
j , and a further decomposition for PEC
G
j and PTC
G
j have been presented.
We saw that the PMGj index and all of its components are circular under the CRS and VRS technologies. Hence, apart from the
uniqueness of the PMGj index, it can be used at different points in time for different units. A numerical example has been
presented for three successive periods of time to illustrate the properties of PMGj and its components.
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